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ABSTRACT 

Prototype and laboratory measurements were made of the heights and frequen
cies of waves generated by segmented bridge piers set in the flow prism of 
the Delta Mendota Canal, Central Valley Project. Large oblique angles of 
the bridges and the openings in the piers caused waves to be generated on 
the canal water surface. The waves reduced the freeboard of the canal 
lining and means were sought for reducing the wave height. The studies 
showed that full closure of the spaces between pier segments was necessary 
to reduce wave heights to a minimum. Partial closure did not produce sat
isfactory reductions in height. Conformance of the waves formed by the 
1:24 scale model and the prototype was very good. 

DESCRIPI'ORS-- hydraulics/ *waves/ *open channel flow/ now resistance/ head 
losses/ Froude number/ canals/ *bridge piers/ instrumentation/ hydrauli.c 
models/ prototype tests/ laboratory tests/ model tests/ freeboard/ 
frequency 
IDENTIFIERS-- Delta-Mendota Canal, Calif/ Central Valley Proj, Calif/ *wave 
height/ California/ similitude/ *canal capacity tests 
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CANAL CAPACITY STUDIES, WAVE FORMATION BY BRIDGE PIERS 

INTRODUCTION 

Evaluation for design purposes of the individual effect 
of the many factors influencing the hydraulic behavior of 
large water conveyance channels is a complex problem. The 
size, shape, and invert grade of the conveyance must be 
determined from the cumulative resistance-to-flow of the 
boundary surface in line canal structures, structures with 
piers in the flow prism, and other local obstructions to 
the flow of water. Although the exact quantitative effect 
of each factor has not been accurately known, the design 
procedures developed over a number of years and applied 
by engineers with a broad background of experience pro
duced conveyances capable of carrying the desired quantity 
of water with proper freeboard. 

Recent experience has indicated that these procedures, 
successfully used, in the design of small and medium sizes 
of canals, are not apparently, adequate for large concrete
lined canals on flat slopes. Tests on large Central Valley 
Project canals showed the capacity to be as much as 20 per
cent below the design discharge. Surface roughness of the 
lining, canal curves, and the large number of structures 
such as supports for pipe crossings and bridge piers, 
individually or as a group, apparently produced more re
sistance to flow than anticipated, resulting in a reduc
tion in discharge. 

Roadways across the canal require bridges that are some
times placed at oblique angles to the canal alinement. 
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Piers supporting the bridge in the water prism are usually 
constructed parallel to the direction of flow in the canal. 
Because of the bridge angle, the piers are staggered with 
respect to the canal cross section, Figures 1, 2, and 3. 

Segmented piers used for reasons of economy in highway 
bridge construction have produced undesirable water sur
face waves at the bridges, Figure 4A. Although the os
cillatory waves had greatest amplitude near and under the 
bridge, they affected the flow in straight lengths of the 
canal for distances of approximately one-half mile up
stream and downstream of the bridges, Figure S. These 
waves encroached on the 1.5-foot (45.8 cm (centimeters)) 
canal freeboard. Overtopping of the lining by these waves 
could occur at maximum discharge. This report presents 
the results of a study of the wave formation and means of 
reducing or eliminating the waves. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The peak-to-trough amplitude of the waves was measured 
near two bridges, Miles 56.60 and 81.69, of the Delta
Mendota Canal. At Bridge 81.69, the waves on the canal 
side slopes had an amplitude of 2 feet (61 cm), for a 
canal discharge of 3,100 cfs (cubic feet per second), 
(88 cubic meters per second) Table 1 (page 4). 

A 1:24 scale model canal having a cross section of 1.2-
foot depth, 2-foot bottom width (36.6 cm deep, 61 cm 
wide) , and 1-1/2 :.1 side slopes was used to study the 
waves caused by the piers, Figure 6. Flow in the model, 
scaled from observed velocities and depths in the proto
type canal, produced good conformance of wave action, 
Figures 4, 8, and 9. The wave patterns in the prototype 
and model appeared to have the same origins. The waves 
were largest on the upstream side of the bridge near the 
farthest downstream abutment (Abutment 2, Plan, Figures 3 
and SA). On the opposit~ side-of the canal on the down
stream side of the bridge (Abutment 1, Figure 3) the waves 
had slightly less height. In the model and prototype, 
oscillatory waves were propagated both upstream and down
stream from the bridge location, Figures 4 and SC. Dis
turbance waves caused by the .presence of the segmented 
piers were evident in both the model and prototype struc
tures under and near the bridges. 
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Both the frequency and amplitude of the measured model 
waves were converted to prototype dimensions using Froude 
number relationships. This conversion was based on the 
judgment that gravity forces predominated in the model 
both in producing flow and surface waves. Viscous effects 
were larger in the model than in the prototype canal and 
caused a rapid decay of the wave amplitude along the model 
side slopes. 

Wave amplitudes measured on the side slopes in the model 
were in approximate agreement with those measured in the 
prototype. For the bridge at Mile 56.60, Table 1 (measured 
wave amplitude 1 foot, 30.5 cm), a 1-foot wave was meas
ured in the model. For the Bridge Mile 81.69 (amplitude 
2 feet) a 1.2-foot (36.6 cm) wave was measured in the 
model, Tables 2 and 3. Wave heights were measured between 
the piers and the side slopes in the model, Figure 7. 
These model and prototype heights could not be compared 
satisfactorily because no measurements were available 
between the piers and side slopes in the Delta-Mendota 
Canal. 

Two methods of reducing the wave action were explored in 
the model: (1) a reduction in the size of the spaces be
tween segments of the pier, and (2) full closure. Both 
methods reduced the wave action but the best suppression 
was provided by full closure of the spaces, Figures 8 and 9. 

Based on the results of the model studies, the spaces were 
closed between segments of all similar bridge piers of 
the Delta-Mendota Canal using sheet metal over wood forms. 
A continuous flow surface was thus provided for the full 
length of the pier. Operation of the canal after closure 
of the spaces between pier segments showed no oscillatory 
wave action. 

INVESTIGATION 

Prototype 

Approximate wave amplitudes on the canal slopes, wave 
frequencies, and wave lengths, Table 1, were measured 
in August 1958, during a field inspection of the bridges 
selected for study. The wave amplitudes were observed 
on a staff gage anchored to the side slope of the canal 
lining. The wave frequencies were counted and timed with 
a stopwatch. 
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Wave 
Amplitude (feet 

trough to peak) 
Frequency (cycles 

per minute)* 
Length (feet) 

Discharge (cfs) 

Table 1 

Bridge 
MP 56.60 

Station 2283+63 
Figures 1 and 2 

1 

23 
25-35 

MP 81.69 
Station 3641+41 

Fiqure 3 

2 

23 
25-35 

3,400 
I 

*Waves reached maximum and decreased in cycles about four 
times per minute. 

Model 

A 1:24 scale model canal having a cross section of 2-foot 
bottom width, 1-1/2:1 side slopes, and 1.2-foot depth was 
used to study flow characteristics of the segmented piers, 
Figure 6A. Flow entering the model was measured by cali
brated Venturi meters and was distributed uniformly over 
the canal cross section by two baffles 28 inches apart, 
one 4 inches thick of gravel and one 3-1/2 inches thick 
of aluminum shavings (downstream). The double baffle with 
a 2-foot length of canvas attached to and floating down
stream from the aluminum baffle was used to eliminate 
(within practicable limits) all waves caused by water 
inflow. 

The test piers were installed in a 28-foot straight reach 
of the model, 20 feet downstream from the aluminum baffle. 
A 15° curve of 8-foot radius, and 15. feet of straight 
channel conveyed the water from the test reach to the 
model exit. A wave absorber of three vertical pieces of 
wire lath shaped to the canal section, two touching each 
other and one 3-5/8 inches downstream, and a floating 
piece of canvas were constructed at the downstream end of 
the channel. The absorber was 30 inches upstream from 
the discharge control (tailgate) located at the downstream 
end of the channel. This absorber prevented waves gen
erated at the discharge control from traveling upstream 
to the test section. 
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Concrete Bridge Piers (Model) 

Wave action.--Flow and wave action, similar to that ob
served in the prototype, Figure 4A, was reproduced satis
factorily in the model, Figure 4B. In both prototype and 
model, wave patterns were complex, caused by the angle 
of the bridge and the pier alinement. Time and instrumen
tation necessary to analyze the complex wave system and the 
causes were not available nor was a complete explanation 
warranted by the purpose of the study. The investigation 
was concerned primarily with measuring the model wave 
heights for correlation with the prototype, and with find
ing a means of eliminating or appreciably reducing the wave 
amplitudes. 

Wave measurement.--Wave amplitudes and frequencies were 
measured on lines parallel to the bridge centerline and 
tangent to the upstream and downstream ends of the piers, 
Figure 6B. 

Capacitance-type wave probes were used in the model to 
measure the wave amplitude and frequency. Two probes of 
OoOlS-inch-diameter enameled wire mounted on "U" shaped 
frames were suspended on 3-inch channels by point gage 
staffs, Figure 6C. Locations of the probe between the 
pier and canal side s~ope·were established with reference 
to the pier centerlines. The voltage signals from the 
wave probes were recorded on a direct-writing oscillo
grapho 

Wave measurement results.--waves generated by the model 
piers were apparently composed of capillary ripples super
imposed upon small gravity waves.1/ In the model and in 
the prototype, the speed of the gravity waves caused by 
the piers exceeded the approach velocity to the piers. 
The waves traveled upstream as well as downstream, Fig
ures 5 and 8. Wave amplitudes diminished rapidly both 
upstream and downstream, but the waves were discernible 
for a model distance of approximately 18 feet upstream 
from the piers. With a longer approach channel and less 
surface disturbance from the inlet baffles, waves would 
have persisted for a greater distance. The general simi
larities between the model and prototype in wave forma
tion were very good. 

1/Rouse, H., "Elementary Mechanics of Fluids," John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., 1946, p. 324. 
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Records of wave action were interpreted to determine 
frequency and amplitude. Waves from the model piers, 
Figures 8A, 1 and 2, that produced an encroachment on 
the canal freeboard had a frequency ranging from approx
imately 93 to 107 cycles per minute, depending on the 
depth and quantity of flow. Examination of the record
ings showed that the wave amplitude reached a maximum 
and decreased at a frequency ranging from approximately 
9 to 18 cycles per minute. The average frequency from 
14 records was 13.3 cycles per minute. Traces from each 
of the probe locations were measured to obtain the indi
cated maximum amplitude of the waves • Wave amplitudes in 
this study were measured as the maximum vertical distance 
on the recording between an adjacent trough and peak of 
the pen trace. Surface tension effects on the wave
height probe were evident in some of the traces in the 
form of flattened wave peaks. The reduction in recorded 
height for the waves affected by the surface tension on 
the probe wire was estimated to be about 10 percent. 

Both frequency and amplitude of the waves were converted 
to prototype dimensions using Froude number relationships. 
This conversion was based on the judgment that gravity 
forces predominated in the model both in producing flow 
and surface waves. Viscous effects were evident along 
the model side slopes, however, caus.ing a rapid decay of 
the wave height. The flow, with a Reynolds number of 
88,400 for the minimum average velocity and depth, was 
turbulent. 

Relationships used for converting the model data were as 
follows: 

Wave height 

L r 
L 

m 
L p 

6 

= 
= 
= 

length ratio 
model length 
prototype length 
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Wave frequency 

f = wave frequency 
v = velocity of propagation 
X =wavelength 

V r = ~grLr' with the 
gravity ratio gr 
for all practical 
purposes unity 
Vr=~ 

The first series of wave measurements was made for piers 
having a 32-inch space between segments to represent the 
bridge at Mile 56.60, Figures 1 and 8A. The angle between 
the canal and bridge centerlines was 49°32'. Results of the 
wave measurements are recorded in Table 2 and Figure 7. 
The maximum wave height of approximately 0.33-foot pro
totype was measured for a discharge of 3,100 cfs. The 
maximum height was measured at a distance of 18 feet from 
the pier centerlines toward the canal slopes on both the 
upstream and downstream sides of the bridge. Maximum 
wave height for a 4,000-cfs discharge was 0.29 foot. 
Wave runup on the side slopes was a maximum of 1 foot 
for the 3,100-cfs discharge, agreeing well with the pro
totype measurements. 

A second series of wave measurements was made for piers 
having a 21-inch space between segments, Figures 3 and 
9A. The overall pier length for both bridges was nearly 
the same, 33 feet 6 inches for the bridge at Mile 81.69 
and 35 feet 8 inches for Mile 56.60. 

Higher waves were measured for the piers having 21-inch 
spaces between segments, Table 3 and Figure 7. The posi
tion of the maximum measured waves in the canal for the 
second set of piers occurred again at a distance of about 
18 feet from the pier centerlines on both the upstream 
and downstream sides of the bridge. The maximum measured 
wave for the bridge at Mile 81.69 was 0.59 foot for a 
depth of 15.6 feet at a discharge of 3,100 cfs. Wave 
runup on the side slope was 1.2 feet. 
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The frequency of the waves generated by the second set of 
piers was 19.3 per minute compared to the 19.1 waves per 
minute for the first piers at the 3,100-cfs discharge. 
Thus, for comparative purposes the waves were generated 
at about the same frequency by both sets of bridge piers. 

The increase and decrease in the maximum height of the 
waves ranged from 1.6 to 3 cycles per minute and averaged 
2.3. The 2.3 cycles were 0.4 cycle less than the average 
for the first set of piers. The cycling for both sets of 
piers was less than 4 cycles per minute for the prototype 
structures, Table 1. 

A graphical comparison of the change in wave height with 
respect to the position of measurement (within the acute 
angle formed by the canal and bridge centerlines) shows 
waves of slightly higher magnitude than those measured 
may occur at a location about 16 fee_t from the pier 
centerlines, Figure 7. Waves of minimum height occurred 
near 5- and 30-foot distances from the piers. The inter~ 
section of the water surface and canal slope was approxi
mately 33 feet from the pier centerlines. 

Wave Reduction 

Two methods of reducing the wave action were explored 
in the model: (1) a reduction in the size of the spaces 
between pier sections and (2) full closure. Closure 
and restrictions included those made in the following 
manner: 

1. Four spaces between the five piers were closed 
for the full height, width, and thickness of the space 
between pier sections, Figures BB, 9B, and 9D. 

J 

2. Four spaces were restricted by adding the equiva
lent of four 12- by 12-inch timbers the full height of 
the space, Figure SC. 

----· c===::), • __ ,. ---> ---c..-:..-:..-:.::,, 
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3. Four spaces were restricted by adding the equiva
lent of four 15-inch cylindrical columns the full 
height of the space, Figure SD. 

__ _,) ...... __ , 
Waves generated by model piers with open spaces were of 
sufficient magnitude to measure with reasonable reliabil
ity. Suppression of the waves by the filling of the spaces 
between segments of the piers reduced the wave amplitude 
below the height where accurate measurements could be 
made. This fact precluded an exact determination of the 
wave amplitude reduction caused by the closure and re
striction of the pier spaces. 

All of the suppression devices reduced the height of the 
waves. The best suppression was provided by the full 
closure of the space between pier segments, Figures SB 
and 9B. Small waves and ripples from the nose and sides 
of the piers were noticeable in the model. The height 
of these ripples was not measureable in the model and 
were not believed to be of sufficient size to be of con
cern in the prototype structure. 

Timbers and cylinders located at the trailing and leading 
ends of the first and fifth pier sections and the leading 
and trailing ends of the third pier section measurably 
reduced the wave size, Figures SC and SD. The size of 
the waves was less than those produced by piers with open 
spaces, but were larger than those occurring when the 
spaces between the pier segments were closed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Excellent similarity was obtained between the waves gen
erated in the model and those observed in the operating 
canal. As a result of the model studies, the spaces of 
the Delta-Mendota Canal bridge piers were closed with 
sheet metal on wood forms in 1961, under Specifications 
No. 200C-466. A continuous flow surface was thus provided 
along the full length of the pier. No oscillatory waves 
occurred at the bridges in the canal after closure of the 
piers. The freeboard of the canal lining at the bridges, 
without the waves after the pier closure was equal to that 
in the unobstructed canal. 
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Table 2 

CONCRETE PIER WAVE ACTION 
BRIDGE MILE 56.60 

DELTA-MENDOTA CANAL 
CANAL CAPACITY STUDIES 

(Data from 1:24 scale model) 

Probe 
Location* 

Distance from 
pier center
line toward 
canal slope 

(feet) 

Left 2 
Right 2 
Left 6 
Right 6 
Left 10 
Right 10 
Left 14 
Right 14 
Left 18 
Right 18 
Left 22 
Right 22 
Left 26 
Right 26 
Left 27.5 
Right 30 
Left 30 
Right 32 
Wave runup (trough to 

peak) on right canal 
slope, 19 feet up
stream from bridge 
centerline 

Frequency 

Wave 
Discharge 3,100 cfs 

depth 15.6 feet 
(feet) 

0.04 
0.04 
0.02 
o.o 
0.1 
0.11 
0.24 
0.25 
0.29 
0.30 
0.24 
0.29 
0.12 
0.19 
0.04 
0.01 
--

0 

1 
19.1 waves 

per 
minute 

height 
Discharge 4,uoo cfs 

depth 17.4 feet 
(feet) 

0.02 
0.04 
0.24 
0.26 
0.26 
0.08 
0.07 
0.07 
0.02 
o.os 
0.07 
0.12 
0.12 
0.17 --
0.07 
0.12 
--

0.5 
21.8 waves 

per 
minute 

Wave heights reached a maximum and decreased to smaller values at 1.8 to 
3.7 cycies per minute,average 2.7 

*Upstream angle between bridge and lining on right side of canal and down
stream angle between bridge and lining on left side of canal (Figures 1, 
2 and 8). 

HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES 
CANAL SECTION A V Q r n s 
Lined Section No. 7 /129.05 3.719 4199 /0.77 .014 00005 

y .JI'·() ,,~ 
1214-0-15729 
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Probe 
Location* 

Left 
Right 
Left 
Right 
Left 
Right 
Left 
Right 
Left 
Right 
Left 
Right 
Left 
Right 
Left 

Table 3 

CONCRETE PIER WAVE ACTION 
BRIDGE MILE 81.69 

DELTA-MENDOTA CANAL 
CANAL CAPACITY STUDIES 

(Data from 1:24 scale model) 

Distance from pier 
centerline toward 

canal slope 
(feet) 

2 
2 
6 
6 

10 
10 
14 
14 
18 
18 
22 
22 
26 
26 
30 

Wave runup (trough to peak) on left canal 
slope, 39.5 feet upstream from bridge 
centerline 

Frequency 

Wave neight 
Discharge 3,luu cts 

depth 15.6 feet 
(feet) 

0.15 
0.20 
0 
0 
0.07 
0.27 
0.37 
0.53 
0.42 
0.59 
0.32 
0.47 
0.15 
0.24 
0 

1.2 
19.3 waves 

per 
minute 

Wave heights, reached a maximum and decreased to smaller 
3 cycles per second,average 2.3 

values at 1.6 to 

*Upstream angle between bridge and lining on left side of canal and down
stream angle between bridge and lining on right side of canal (Figures 3 
and 9). 

'?40/'fLT 

tX = 14.26 feet 
,Y = 15. 75 feet 

~----------,f---,--+~s = 0.00005 

~ ~ 

I I 
I 

48'------
TYPICAL LINL"LJ SECTION rlJR 0<8 a•9 
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notch buffer 

SECTION B-B 
-<7E 

FIGURE I 
REPORT HYD-485 

/ x 2'-6" W. /. bars 
Tack weld ta 1~ x 11" 
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r---€ Bearing 
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-.49• 32' 

Beam 

SECTION F-F 
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I 

I 

Metal guardrail and pasts/ 
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~ 
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l O 5 10 

SCALE OF FEET 
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DETAIL 1A" 
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I I" 
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I 
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" 
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q, 

, 1 fF 
·:o.: a!· i I.::~,: i_ , __ ._ 3" 

! : : 1 :o: ;'i::':i_ 3;;; Chamfer 
:,:~:Li: :< _--~ Elastic filler 

3"l:. "' ' .•IO 1-01 •,., j" -i
1

"3-,-"5-:L_,.::;3;:. _f' --·2 Elastic filler 

0 '<2{/ 0 4 

r-~18~ o 
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, : i , : ,,,- ECTION C-C ,,,,o-_,,. w,e,,,~--- ,, ,,,,_,, ce,dp,_, 
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1 

I I I r I l I I 
EI. 167. 08 _ J...J __ _t_L_ _ l_L ___ Ll_ - ~ -
Approx,-----, , , . 
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I 

.. ------," Elastic filler around piers-., 1 1 1 : 1 
',, I I I I I 

,··E /. 162. 73 I I I I I I 
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1 

Approx-;-·\ _ __L ______ t __________________ J Approx~-:\. ___ L ___ _l _ ________________ _J 
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/ L// 
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--0 
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\ 
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FOOTING PLAN 

I I I I I I Q II 

El.167.08 ' 1 1 I 1 
1 1 TT f __ _.l.l 

Approx,-, ,-7-L--'-L_.l_L_lJ_ __ l_;_ Abut faat,ng---~ -<.JE 
___ L_...L --- ____ 7 € ~----/8" ___ ,_. 

-- - - -- - _j Bearrng ___ ,._-9" 9 ,, : 

SECTION D-D SECTION E-E 

---·!i. Pier 2. 

Roadway 

ABUTMENT 2 -"------ --, 'I-, , ;,,., .r{i-- , -- ~:,*f 49· 32' 

fi. Abut. 2, 
,t', 

/ /·, LOG OF TEST HOLES 
, _/ ,/ El. 174.6 to 173,6 Red sandy clay loam, 

: / / ~-' ZlD El. 173.6 to 168,6 Red sandy cloy. 
: ,' ,,/D El. 168.6 to 166,6 Sand and gravel, slight clay binder. 

_,:· ,i El. 166.6 to 163.6 Silty cloy, / :/ %' El. 163.6 to 161,6 Yellow sandy clay, 
,·/ / ·.- El. 161.6 to 153.6 Fine sand and clay silt. 
(l " .· 

_.,i' ;I:. : , \,,_-49• 32' TEST HOLE No. I 

' -/-~ii--,,__ ' On € Sta. 2 283, 00 
-~,'---~ 

./ ,./ 
',.;/ 

', 

cf/ 

f,' 

,' 

El. 100,0 to 179. o Red sandy clay loam. 
El. 179.0 to 173.0 Red sandy clay. 
El. 173. o ta 169. o Sand ond gravel, slight clay. 
El. 169. o to 166. o Grey sand, silty. 
El. 166.0 ta 163.0 Yellow clay, silty thin hard layers. 
El. 163,olo 162.0 Fine silty sand, 
El. 162. o ta 159. o Yellow sil\ fine sand and powder claj_ 

TEST HOLE No. Z 
On € Sta. 2284 + 10 

COLUMN BEARING DETAILS 

SCALE OF FEET 

ESTIMATED QUANTITIES 
Concrete _____________________________ __________ 355 Cu Yds 
Reinforceme~t steel___________ _ _______ __ _12,000 Lbs. 
Miscellaneous metalwork ______________ _____ ., 0,000 Lbs. 

NOTES 
Design based an H-15-44 loading 1n accordance with 
"Standard Specifications far Highway Bridges;· The American 
Association of State Highway Jfficials, 1944 Edition. 

Concrete design bc 001 nn ° ," •=MM"iVe strength of 3000 
p. s. i. in accarda~[~d§~"~~~~e ~~;~

0cammittee Specifications 
far Concrete ond Reinforced Concrete," June 1940. 

Abutment and pier footings ta be placed an undisturbed 
firm foundation 

Footings designed far a sail pressure of 2 tans per sq. ft. 
Elevations at bottom of footings are approximate only. 

S - 22 - 56 
O01'-w. AS BUILT BY 2/S - 215 - L. TR. 6 - 10 - ,., 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

CE:NTRAL VALLE:Y PROJE:CT- CALIFORNIA 

DELTA- MENDOTA CANAL 
STATION 2283 + 62,77 

COUNTY HIGHWAY BR/OGE 
PLAN-ELEVATION-SECTIONS 

~::;:-~:--~~:~;-~•::: ::::~::~:~.~~7~---_-_-_ 
CHECt<ED- ~--r,_s ___ APPROY£D ____ _ .?"ll.l;?t,;.~----

OEHYER, c~LH~~;of'o/~N- 13, 194g 214·0-15827 
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Transverse slab reinf See Sec.N-N.-----

VI EW J-J 

K 

r Crown of roadwr;y 
El 183.41------ --·· 

pr- ---2i·~i7'et-~,r1/ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

J --7 
-'<-rf 

' ' ' ' ' ' 
: :0 .:---s 

" i 'i' s: 
: 1 

I I I& I: 
I ' ~ -J-l .,-10,74•w1nnw,1< ... r1 ' ' 

K 
SECT/ON K-1< ' ' ,I 

_"r 
<o 

' -;-.: 
4'x8',W'0." Timber oov1nq 1<-------s'-o'"----->-1 _ 

notch buffer finished to .,, ! ~--Project sj· : ,:Slab remf 

c:, 

crown of roadway -· -- . " ' __ ~. 
0

_. '",-·. _ ,: not shown 7: Q ~ ••• 

B¢xl8'Golv. boltf 4~o;srs ··1>){. i'Topand bottom 
HeK.nut and 3 x 3 Xii ,., · : : , · Hook both ends-, 
gr;/vanized washer.-· _t_- __ ·'.,, ____ ,,, . : 

~· .·,._.. R -

*~ 
SECTION R-R 

:e-

---J 
~ 

A.· t I ___ Li 
··D. /67.08 Approx 

PART ELEVATION P-P 

FIGURE 2 
REPORT H Y0-48--5 

~~:~-- :: ::::-_: ::.-:::::: ::~ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ :-.-_::-_ ~:.- --_ -- ---- -45~7,-" - -- - - -- - - --- - --- ---- - --~--:8~~1_:_-_-_-_-.-.-::.-.-.-:::-.-.-::::~~-_--_-_-_-_-_-.-::-_:-_:::::::: _-_-_-_-_-_::·_-:;;~-oi~:::::::::::::::::::::::::-::-r::_;~:Ls:,~:e:~ut f 

t~~-iA-~~;~ ~;-i ~;~~-- -22'7?---- -----7;------- l~-::ioi~phr~~~ ----- -------- --22~7F'--- --------------- -------,9:~:i-P;~;~----- ------- ------------- 22'- 7}. -s~~~Uifr~ii;~fjL_- ' 

~

' 5- j ~, 7:0· Bars@! 12:'A/fernate wifh longitudinal ,,--4-i • Stirrups @l5;'spaced 'rls-'f: Bearings !~ 5-H ~. 7:0" Bars@ 12'.Alternafe wifh --l, 
_,}L, . slob steel between beams and center over d!pphroqm.-) / between beams. 

5
, : , , , ,s M , , , §. 2-z ·1 lonqdudinal slab steel between , -._ 

'<-- ---- -5.5---------,,_--s-1¢Stirrups / · 2-1~-, il" efi L Bars--------.,~---3-O --->;:-·a1-.-, -·-3-0 -·":l··a~L Bars i beamsondcenferover:dto h=cm.---. . . '. 

P}'fr¥'fi-fl4
1

"'107¥rl kr t soli.im · · · ··· ~ · ·· ·.,:. 
1 

• ,.~- >~{,; > ~- • ' ' • ; Sf · 
.--z ~ -=t=: ~ _,- . -~ '. --

' , ; Ji"', ' : , ', !.a , , • · '' 3-t!.• / •~,' ' •' 
''"' ..., "' -.,-14 ! 1-14•_,, a"·: 2' : ---3:a'Lap.: 1-14 : : "' "' 4 ·• 8 ~ ~ 

_______________________ -~'.}i J:~;i:sc o " ___________________________ -----~3f ~~~=~-~!~:~~~j1t~ sl :1 ·:-t~-~~~'.2}_~~~-~~'~!~_-_-_-_ _-~:~----_-~-Nfi~~~;: ·~ }~_':~~---~::_-_-__ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-1 
_JN I M 

SECTION T-T SECTION S-S 
Reinforcement not shown 

_JL SECT/ON H-H 
(DWG. 214·0-15827) 

Slab reinforcement not shown. 
Lonqitudinol dimensions and spocinqs ore olonq q;_ beams 

• 1•Stirruos-. t···5ymm. aboutfC. bridge 
-<--t--:00, I-'" ¢ . - ,,, . ', 
'Stirrups: : 9 St1rruos-t, :St;r-ru~ :·rSt1rrups4 :--'- 1-'------------J <I> L Bars _______________ ,... 
' ' ' ' "' ' ' ' ~ . ' " ' pro- : . ->-i5}•5SocfJ8',3'-4~s'-;-- ..:1:..sspc.fJB',J'-4,,_:, ,,~ .. J :1S·-r5Spc.@8=J'.4'~---Z' 6" ···-sSpc.@8",3:4::,i 

-,.;61,,, ,..,...I I r ,... •I I ~ 1 ' I I : t 

, , ,o~-, Rj , ....... ,,,6_, :->16..._, i , , , 

2
• :•,< ,,-~:.:~t: : i H4r-: : : : : : · 'H : : : 

'{:4 : .; , : r, : : : :~4:'--: .\···§"For face : : ' :a End bClr-- .. : 
1 

~·--:_o·· 

,-Elastic fi lier in this 
/ r;reo fc be fastened 
f with copper nails. 

Sr>- .'_ ~-- ,rChamfer concrete 
t · 1,i·o : along edqes of 
"~ 1- ': elasf1c filler. 

'~ 

!- !"Chamfer 

·Pu@12· 

··/¢ 

h-fHJ~~'+-++Hil'fr:l 1,"B~~~:~ !~~:m V i ·· , •@ 

J,.:(-----L ~" ·-z ,2· 
··,., · ~ ·---Tooofoier f; -T 

. J ,,, i C , 

PL 
, 1 n : tiRL 
~ : 

g•u-bars, each fr;ce-_,, 

'··--·x Chr;mfer • ~- ii .: 
.,__.....,...._--.._......L J¢@a: Hook I Jr ! 

···J•x 3,6 ,0owels--' both ends-\ :l ,~:-!:: :=:i== 

HALF SECTION L-L HALF SECTION M-M ~d2If~~=; Slab reinforcement not shown 

~ ~ :;:~~: :;:::-_-__ -_-_ - --- --- --- -- --- -- - -- - --- ------ --·24'.o'::~~woy· -- --- _: ::: :_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:: ::::~:_::-_-_-_:::_:_- ~;_-;.::J 
1 r--z4~-ir----J-•straiqhl bars;~/;~~-;~~ -;;;t~~:~ ~~ ~:~.-~. - . ·/ym_j f~~~ 1a~:~~~~om of slab and cur~ - : 
'--J I I I ',~, I 

~"': : ! Alternate with J¢bent bors@/5"-, ;:; ,\ : ! 

J¢f!J8"---_.: ~ 

SECTION U-U 

' ' : : -·Round on !"radius ': :xi ~-~,r-,+,3Spcl[!J!2;J-o,;,..---2'.fo0 ---3SP-O!{!Jf2:J'.o-.. , 
--j:-,'-'----~;,""F'-- ; :: I \ : : : : : - ~-6~ !-=-3

1
' 

.., 
0 

_; ; ~ -;,:--Slope 1•1n l2'0' ' "-', ',, : ;_.., ! ~ ' : --··}"Curb -:ZS: -----1~-: : ' 
2 

'.~--\-,'-;:~!-~ 0 y--·. ,.; l";',r"'!"'t=_,,,.'-'' """'°"""" ,-! ..,..,,...,.,.,,... s barsl[!J/5' -J: --@· --·L 6x4,j 

] : : ~ ~ -~-: J-I'·· ". ·\:· - ' ··Omit hooks L --- - ----~ 
·-.._ I I - - , a . ~ ' I'-') . ."' - I L b t b ,I\ 

-!:: ' : ~ , "' ~ - . ~ ~:-'- · ' __ -.,-2 •spacers. on en r;rs '<j 

t ' : I , Q : . : · X::_1-;l~ ~· .,J tJ . I 

8 : : Lr : 'f--:-- I _y_~-- I . l .. ,f--1 I I I ,,-~ Stirruos ! 

4
1•: r-19r:-1:-.+-c-------4:-6·------·>t<-/+6#-,1 _______ 4'-6'!.-. ____ ~ s#r- 3-1J 0 ./':1~ ~%t# "'~~ 
2·"' :---2-3z- I

----------s-,o'--------- ----------s·-10·--------- · : : , : , , 

SECTION V-V 

t
,,.-·Symm aboul<f. by rotation. 

- - · - - ------ -· 7'8'- --- - -------- -------------7-8' 
SCALE OF FEET 

,-··<i.Bridqe ~ .,._ ' ,-··/¢xJ'6'Dowels 

'< / -'~i", I q; Beam-----~:'( ,, ' 
_),_ .. ·49°32' :' ~-. '•,, '-~-i'I, 

I ) I , , , ,' • , 

,---,J·_-- ~--·-----~Beams--· _/A ,, ,_,~- o:/ '§;J 
-rT 

j 

~l ... ' 
I : 

' : ., 
.;.,~' -~-_ -':)_,,;;m " 

L1';"'.~_ : ,,;fJ,..C-- ' - ' / -F-
' 'C> ·+-,;, 

' , vS J•ch _,. , "- , , If' ' 
1 , ~---: , am,er-· v --- ~ Pier ) / 

~---2'-6'--+--2'-6'--...; t'EIC1Stic filler/ 
r<- -------5'-()!-------~ 

.1 

.'.' 
': 
' ' 

' 
1-------------------------------'--Li 

PART PLAN 

r-1-1..-1:, /80.39 uj r·+- ---/9'xJ'6'0owels--------+--..J 

:' , ' ,-·j Elastic fdlerctto·--, \ ·•f2f• 
......... ,_ • ...i, ..... "=='<! I._.[. "" -T%----,-T 

I! I I I I I --~ ! ! 

• 206' .i : 20/J' • , '206" l i 2~6' , • 206' : 
1¢@/2' ;<f2-·->t6r<- ->tl,t<----Zfl/2·24----.. 6,.. ->t6l,;----Z,,/2•24 ... -,16'..-
2 ~2·' , , ,.,z,, ,.,z•, , 1 ··t2" ,,,z•. , @:~~>· ~~ ~~ 

r<- --2--6·.~~·.;..,_ --2'-B!---~- - - -- --s'-o'------->i<---2'-8'--.,:._ ______ -s'o'- --- ____ J..,4e,: 
~ f- 11 I I ~ 

! I 

' : 

i! ..,. ' 
l .. l 
I ~~ 
'i';, : ' 
I I 
' I 

I I 
f-~L----I----L..----L------_JL__ __ _j_ ______ _J_-11 __ ¼ 

i 
_9 
7 

e------+-------L_ ___________________ __J __ J__J_ 
I 

--·19'0'--- - - · -- ----- ---- ---- - -- - -- - - -- -- _,,, 

PART ELEVATION-PIEAS IANOZ 

Uk- NOTES 

r--- - - - -, ~:=F~~i#~~~=lZ~ 1
1 °Beam reinf 

t -----:=~~ -~----c._-;, -----}- . 
:0 :r,="'~~~~,--,1 -~ 

><- - ----- - ---- - - - ------13'-ttf-- --- ----- ---- ----- ----- --+-, 7',,i.·4Spc@9~3~- ---2'-lo'-- .;.45,oc.«W·J'0'~---2'-B'-· J ,ot 
SECTION N-N 

C,~-'Mlil~·----~J~ ··l Pos/ 

T-- ---+-------1.,_-_:-: ,.._{ __ 
' : be··· : ·iV 
:-r-~-----,,:' : 8 

;-;, : Clio~nqle/ -:---Post 2LsG,4,# 

Chamfer all exoosed edges of concrete and edges of concrete af 
elastic filler 314:unless otherwise shown. 

Place all reinforcement so that cenfer.s of bars in /he outer layer 
will be 2• from face of concrete, unless otherwise shown. All di
mensions to reinforcement are to centers of bars. 

~ , 
' ~ -,. 

-···/¢St __ t 
. __ 

5
, 1rrups 

. s, 8 
_ -~irrups@B' 

Rein( similar I . f .• •,z· ·,;z f ,,,,,;,_,, 
m olh o rein . , ~,,_, a-er wmq-.- ,' ~· , __ • ,-/--- --- 'o~ /[. Beam 

·.t - -(\. ,' I C I ' i I, J I ---"---

<'.I -1,,:-- c-----

' r/;;; ="'] '"'"'"' ... f 

([_ Bridge ·-, +--
' 

SECTION 0-0 '5.CALE OF FEET 

~Beam--~ 
J • Too r;nd bottom 

Hook both ends. - --

_.- Symm. r;bout q;_ 

___ .. ---·fi:.aeams--- ------~ byrotation 

f -r-,-- ...... ·8·', ~A ,li"L 

~--i. I ~¢Bonds~ "_." -

:f 
9: 
-... 
:~ 

/<---
' t-<---

' -+-Y-i I /.+ '- I ;-
·([_ Bearing 

PART FOOTING PLAN-ABUTMENTS IANO 2 

":' ;;, : ' -- ---~---Metal guardrail 
I ";- 1oc4:, I 

: : ~5,~ : 7V 
Dra1ninlet LL; __ :; .. , ,----:- .. Seolholewilhgrout1•deeo 

• ' ' •. '"it- 0 

G'long.------.~----~-- ,: · ...11., ,,;,.------Rr;mmedsr;nd 
~ I • • ; -rl77~~-' •'.~ , jlf~. ··--Paintholewilhosoho/1 

r==,-..,---'-,-L..-c<.d-,~~ '\ c,t __ .. -··]'Grout 
o , o ,, I 
-~'-'-'--'- ... 2.,,Bands 

----·Consfruclion join/ 

-zJ•x /'-4'Galvon1zed pipe 
Depress slob J ·- ---

DETAIL OF GUARDRAIL ANO DRAIN 
0 

SCALE OF FEET 

Use 16 br;rd1ameter radii for 45°bendsof mr;in reinforcement 1n 
beams. 

Fasten elr;s/fc filler to one foce of concrete 

UN/TEO STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

CENTRAL VALLEY PROJECT-CALIFORNIA 

DEL TA -MENDOTA CANAL 
STATION 2283+62.77 

COUNTY HIGHWAY BRIDGE 
SLAB-BEAMS-ABUTMENTS-PIERS 
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f Roadway-_,, < :.._ __ 

5" ___ -------40'-8, ----

J_ 
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as directed-. 

DETAIL 
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0, 
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FIGURE 3 
REPQRT H YD-485 
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f " , " ,_ '/ , ,1 
- , ,_!_ Elastic filler-~-,, ~ "''• 
', , ' , 2 : H N') I -, , ' s-'/,,-, . -·' --. '·J.xi''Elastic filler 

\, , , ·B" --, •• / <'.1;,24" Dowels s-,;,/, fc--f Beam 
'< eoms----------,j ··/ 

sb;~a1if,~~~- ~- -- ---, TOP VIEW-PIERS I ANO 2 

---Symm about f pier i 
~ El 172.52-
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I _'7 Paving notch buffer---- -
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_,. ... ·~r 11 ~j~ 
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El. 172. 9 to 170. 9 
E!.170.9 to 168.9 
El. 168. 9 to 162 .9 
El. /62.9 to 155.9 
El. 155.9 ta 152.9 

Brown top soil. 
Brawn clay. 

TEST HOLE No. 2 
APPROX. 50 LEFT STA. 3641+-9I 

El. /73.4 ta 171. 4 
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El. 163 .4 to 153.4 

Block loam. 
Brawn clay 
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FOOTING PLAN 

', \, 
~- . \. _>-,, 

Brawn sandy clay. 
Brawn light sand and clay. 
Fine sand. 

Brawn sandy clay. 
Brawn fine sand 
and slight cloy. 

SCALE 

Concrete ___________________________ 305 Cu.yds. 
Reinforcement Steel ____________ (fioo7JJ Lbs._ 
Miscellaneous Metalwork_ _________ ~ Lbs 

NOTES 
Design based an vf-26:-44)/aading in accordance with "standard 

Specifications forH,ghway Brj!}g£ . .s:' The American Association 
af State Highway Officials,~Edition. 

Concrete design based an a compressive strength at 3000 p.s.i 
in accordance wiiiridge"Mii~ iii:69 ttee Specifications for 
Concrete and Reu11u, <A:U vu111 .. , r::,r::, June, /940. 

Abutment and pier footings to be placed an undisturbed firm 
foundation. 

Footings designed for a soil pressure at two tans per square 
foot. 

Elevations af bottom af footings are approximate only. 
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Figu;J 
Report Hyd-485 

A. Waves caused by segmented piers under concrete highway 
bridge at Mile 81. 69--Delta-Mendota Canal, Central 
Valley Project--Discharge of about 3,100 cfs flowing 
left to right, wave height trough to peak in canal 
flow estimated at 6 to 12 inches. 

B. Waves caused by model bridge piers Mile 
81.69--Discharge equivalent to 3,100 cfs 
prototype at a 15.6-foot depth (Figure 3). 
Wave height about 7 inches (prototype). 

CANAL CAPACITY STUDIES 
Wave, Similarity-'."Pretotype and M.ode.l 
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Figure 5 
Report Hyd-485 

A. Bridge Mile 81.69--Wave fanned at upstream 
left side of canal, Abutment 2, Figure 3. 

B. Bridge Mile 56.60--Wave fanned at upstream 
right side of canal, Abutment 1, Figure 1. 

c. Bridge Mile 56.60--Waves reflected upstream 
for approximately one-half mile. 

CANAL CAPACITY STUDIES 
Wave Action at Bridges in the Delta-Mendota Canal 

August 1958 
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A. Bridge piers in 2-foot bottom width trape
zoidal channel, 1.2-foot depth. 

B. Two capacitance probes used for wave height 
measurements near bridge piers--Point gage 
for flow depth measurement upstream from 
piers. 
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Figure 7 
Re ort Hyd-485 
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A. Wave action for segmented piers having 
32-inch spaces. 

B. Wave action minimized by closing spaces 
between segments. 

C. Wave action reduced by four, 12- by 12-inch 
timbers in spaces. 

D. Wave action reduced by 15-inch cylinders 
in spaces. 

CANAL CAPACITY STUDIES 
Methods of Reducing Wave Formation 

Bridge Mile 56.60 

Figure 8 
Report Hyd-485 
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A. Segmented piers having 21-inch spaces. B. Pier spaces closed. 

Discharge 3,100 cfs - Depth 15.6 Feet 

C. Segmented piers having 21-inch spaces. D. Pier spaces closed. 

Discharge 3,500 cfs - Depth 15.6 Feet 

CANAL CAPACITY STUDIES 
Wave Reduction by Pier Closure - Bridge Mile 81.69 
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7-1750 
(2-67) 
Bureau ,,, ReclamaUoa. 

CONVERSION FACTORS--BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

The following conversion factors adopted by the Bureau of Reclamation are those published by the American Society for 
Testing and :Materials (ASTM Metric Practice Guide, January 1964) except that additional factors (*) commonly used in 
the Bureau have been added. Further discussion of definitions of quantities and units is given on pages 10-11 of the 
ASTM Metric Practice Guide. 

The metric units and conversion factors adopted by the ASTM are based on the "International System of Units" {qesignated 
SI for S:,isteme International d1Unites), fixed by the International Committee for Weights &lld Measures; this system is 
also known as the Giorgi or MKSA (meter-kilogram (mass)-second-ampere) system. This system has been adopted by the 
International Organization for Standardization in ISO Recommendation R-31. 

The metric technical unit of force is the kilogram-force; this is the force which, when applied to a body having a · 
mass of 1 kg, gives it an acceleration of 9. 80665 m/sec/sec, the standard acceleration of free fall toward the earth's 
center for sea level at 45 deg latitude. The metric unit of force in SI units is the newton (N), which is defined as 
that force which, when applied to a body having a mass of 1 kg, gives it an acceleration of 1 m/sec/sec. These units 
must be distinguished from the (inconstant) local weight of a body having a mass of 1 kg; that is, the weight of a 
body is that force with which a body is attracted to the earth and is equal to the mass of a body multiplied by the 
acceleration due to gravity. However, because it is general practice to use "pound" rather than the technically 
correct term "pound-force," the term "kilogramll (or derived mass unit) has been used in this guide instead of "kilogram
force" in expressing the conversion factors for forces. The newton unit of force will find increasing use, and is 
essential in SI units. 

Multiply 

Mil. 
Inches • 

Feet. 

Yards •••• 
Miles (statute). 

Square inches • 
Square feet • 

Square yards 
Acres ••• 

Square miles 

Cubic inches 
Cubic feet. 
Cubic yards. 

Fluid ounces (U.S.) 

Liquid pints (U. S. ) 

Quarts (U.S.) • 

Gallons cu.s.): 

Gallons (U. K.) 

Cubic feet •• 
Cubic yards. 
Acre-feet •• 

Table I 

QUANTITIES AND UNITS OF SPACE 

By 

LENGTH 

25.. 4 (exactly). 
25. 4 (exactly) .. 

2. 54 (exactly)*. 
30. 48 (exactly) • • • • 

O. 3048 (exactly)*. • . 
O. 0003048 (exactly)* • 
O. 9144 (exactly) •• 

1,609.344 (exactly)* : • 
1. 609344 (exactly) • 

AREA 

6. 4516 (exactly) • 
929.03* •••••• 

0.092903 • 
0.836127 . 
0.40469* •• 

4,046. 9* ; ••• 
o. 0040469* • 
2.58999 .• 

VOLUME 

16.3871 •• 
0.0283168. 
0. 764555 • 

CAPACITY 

29.5737. 
29.5729 • 
0.473179 • 
0.473166. 

946.358*. , 
o. 946331*. 

3,785.43* • 
3. 78543. 
3. 78533. 
o. 00378543*. 
4.54609 
4.54596 

28.3160 • 
764.55* 

• 1,233. 5* • 
.1,233,500* •• 

To obtain 

Micron 
Millimeters 
Centimeters 
Centimeters 
Meters 
Kilometers 
Meters 
Meters 
Kilometers 

Square centimeters 
Square centimeters 
Square meters 
Square meters 
Hectares 
Square meters 
Square kilometers 
Square kllometers 

Cubic centimeters 
Cubic meters 
Cubic meters 

Cubic centimeters 
Milliliters 
Cubic decimeters 
Liters 
Cubic centimeters 
Liters 
Cubic centimeters 
Cubic decimeters 
Liters 

• Cubic meters 
Cubic decimeters 
Liters 
Liters 
Liters 
Cubic meters 
Liters 
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Multiply 

Grains (1/7, 000 lb) • • • 
Troy ounces (480 grains). 
Ounces (avdp). • • • 
Pounds (avdp), • • • 
Short tons (2, 000 lb). 

Long tons (2 1 240 lb) : 

Pounds per square inch 

Pounds per square foot 

Ounces per cubic inch • • , 
Pounds per cubic foot • • • 

Tons Qongl per cubic ffld : 

Ounces per gallon (U.S. ) 
Ounces per gallon lu. K. ) 
Pounds per gallon U. s. ) 
Pounds per gallon (U, K, l 

Inch-pounds 

Foot-pounds 

Foot-pounds per" i~h 
Ounce-inches. . • . 

Feet per second, 

Feet per year. : 
Miles per hour • 

Feet per second2 . 

Cubic feet per second (second-
feet) •••••••• , •• 

Cub!c feet per minute • • • 
Gallons (U, S. l per minute • 

Pounds. 

~ 

MASS 

64. 79891 (e:xacUy) , 
31.1036 .••••• 
28.3496 •• , ••.• 
0. 46359237 (e:xacUy). 

907.186 •• 
. o. 907186. 
• 1,016.06 •••••• 

FORCE/AREA 

0.070307. o. 689476. 
4.88243 • 

47.8803 •• 

MASS/VOLUME (pENSlTY) 

1. 72999 • 
16.0185 • 
0.0160185 
1.32894 

MASS/CAPACrrY 

7. 4893. 
6. 2362. 

119.829 . 
99. 771)_, 

BENDING MOMENT OR TORQUE 

tm~:1.;106: t~m~5.;107: 
6. 4431. ••. 

72.008 •••. 

VELOCITY 

30, 48 (e:xacUy). • • 
O. 3048 (e:xacUy)* • 
0. 966873 X 10-ll* • 
1. 609344 (e:xacuro. 44704 (e:xacUy_ • 

ACCELERATION* 

0.3048* •• 

FLOW 

0.028317* 
0.4719 • 
0.06309 • 

FORCE* 

o. 463692* ••• 

t ti:~•x 10·6* : 

.I!!!!!.Y 
QUANTfrIES AND UNITS OF MECHANICS 

Milligrams 
Grams 
Grams 
Kilograms 
Kilograms 
Metric tons 
Kilograms 

To obtain 

Kilograms per square centimeter 
Newtons per square centimeter 
Kilograms per square meter 
Newtons per square meter 

Grams per cubic centimeter 
Kilograms per cubic meter 
Grams per cubic centimeter 
Grams per cubic centimeter 

Grams per liter 
Grams per liter 
Grams per liter 
Grams per liter 

Meter-ldlograms 
Centimeter-dynes 
Meter-ldlograms 

g:~m:~~==~ams per centimeter 
Gram-centimeters 

Centimeters per second 
Meters per second 
Centimeters per second 
Kilometers per hour 
Meters per second 

Meters per second2 

Cubic meters per second 
Liters per second 
Liters per second 

• Kilograms 
• Newtons 
~ 

Multipl.y 

British thermal units (Btu) • 

Btu per pound. 
Foot-pounds , • • • 

Horsepower • . • • • • 
Btu per hour • • • • , • 
Foot-pounds per second • 

Btu 1n. /hr ft2 deg F (k, 
thermal conductivity) 

2 ••• 

~:rde dej rc. ·the;mal • 
conductanceY • • • • • • • 

Deg F hr ft2/Bt~ <a," thennal.0 

resistance) • • • • • • • • • 
Btu/lb deg F (c, heat capacity) • 
Btu/lb deg F • • • • • • • • • 
Ft2/hr (thermal diffusivity) • • 

Grains/hr ft2 (water vapor 
transmission) • • • • • • 

Perms (permeance) • • • • 
Perm-inches (permeability) 

Multipl.y 

Cubic feet per square foot per 
day (seepage) • • • • • • • 

Pound-seconds per square foot 
(viscosity) • • • • • • • • . • 

Squars feet per second (viscosity). 
Fahrenheit degrees (change)*. • . 
Volts per mil. • • • • • • • • • 

L=s~er. s~~ ~°°: ~o~t: • • 

=-;,~~~u'Uc"io:0
~ 

Mllliamps per squars foot • 
Gallons per square·yard • • 
Pounds per inch. • • • • • 

~ 

WORK AND ENERGY* 

• 0.262* •••• 
• 1,066,06 •••.• 

2. 326 (exacUy) • 
1.35682*, • 

POWER 

746. 700 •• 
o. 293071. 
1. 36682 • 

HEAT TRANSFER 

1.442 . 
0.1240. 
1. 4880* 

0.668 
4.882 

1. 761 
4.1868 
1.000* 
0.2681 • 
0.09290*, 

WATER VAPOR TRANSMIBSION 

16. 7 
0.659 
1.67 

.!!!l!!..m 
OTHER QUANTfrIES AND UNITS 

~ 

304.8* ••. 

4.8824* •• 
0.092903* •• 
6/9 exacUy • 
0.03937 •• 

10. 764 ••• 
0.001662 . 
36.3147* • 
10. 7639* •• 
4. 627219* • 
0.17858* •• 

To obtain 

Kilogram calories 
Joules 
Joules per gram 
Joules 

Watts 
Watts 
Watts 

Milliwatts/cm deg C 
Kg cal/hr m deg C 
Kg cal m/hr mZ deg C 

Mllliwatts/ctn2 deg C 
Kg cal/hr mZ deg C 

Deg C cm2 /milliwatt 
J~degC C gramdegC 
Cm /sec 
~ 

Grams/24 hr m2 
Metric perms 
Metric perm-centimeters 

To obtain 

Liters per square meter per day 

Kilogram second per square meter 
Square meters per second 
Celsius or Kelvin degrees (change)• 
Kilovolts per millimeter 

Lumens per square meter 
Ohm-square millimeters per meter 
Mlllicuries per cubic meter 
Mllliamps per square meter 
Liters per square meter 
Kilograms per centimeter 

GPO 835°159 
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ABSTRACT 

Prototype and laboratory measurements were made of the heights and frequen
cies of waves generated by segmented bridge piers set in the flow prism of 
the Delta Mendota Canal, Central Valley Project. Large oblique angles of 
the bridges and the openings in the piers caused waves to be generated on 
the canal water surface. The waves reduced the freeboard of the canal 
lining and means were sought for reducing the wave height, The studies 
showed that full closure of the spaces between pier segments was necessary 
to reduce wave heights to a minimum, Partial closure did not produce sat
isfactory reductions in height, Conformance of the waves formed by the 
1:24 scale model and the prototype was very good. 

ABSTRACT 

Prototype and laboratory measurements were made of the heights and frequen
cies of waves generated by segmented bridge piers set in the flow prism of 
the Delta Mendota Canal, Central Valley Project. Large oblique angles of 
the bridges and the openings in the piers caused waves to be generated on 
the canal water surface. The waves reduced the freeboard of the canal 
lining and means were sought for reducing the wave height. The studies 
showed that full closure of the spaces between pier segments was necessary 
to reduce wave heights to a minimum. Partial closure did not produce sat
isfactory reductions in height, Conformance of the waves formed by the 
1:24 scale model and the prototype was very good. 

r.,. 

.. 

ABSTRACT 

Prototype and laboratory measurements were made of the heights and frequen
cies of waves generated by segmented bridge piers set in the flow prism of 
the Delta Mendota Canal, Central Valley Project. Large oblique angles of 
the bridges and the openings in the piers caused waves to be generated on 
the canal water surface, The waves reduced the freeboard of the canal 
lining and means were sought for reducing the wave height. The studies 
showed that full closure of the spaces between pier segments was necessary 
to reduce wave heights to a minimum,· Partial closure did not produce sat
isfactory reductions in height. Conformance of the waves formed by the 
1:24 scale model and the prototype was very good, 

ABSTRACT 

Prototype and laboratory measurements were made of the heights and frequen
cies of waves generated by segmented bridge piers set in the flow prism of 
the Delta Mendota Canal, Central Valley Project. Large oblique angles of 
the bridges and the openings in the piers caused waves to be generated on 
the canal water surface. The waves reduced the free board of the canal 
lining and means were sought for reducing the wave height. The studies 
showed that full closure of the spaces between pier segments was necessary 
to reduce wave heights to a minimum, Partial closure did not produce sat
isfactory reductions in height, Conformance of the waves formed by the 
1 :24 scale model and the prototype was very good, 
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